
FLAMINGO LAND

Student Briefing



Dates

2

Year 10- Monday 28 June

Year 9- Tuesday 29 June

Year 12- Wednesday 30 June 

Year 8- Thursday 1 July 

Year 7- Friday 2 July



 Coaches leave when ready-

from 8.40-8.50

 Will need a seating plan and 

face coverings must be worn

 Journey roughly an hour

 Return for 5pm

 Those not going- timetable at 

school

Arrangements

 Register in tutor rooms- and 
briefing

 Collection of mobile phone 
numbers- add school mobile 
number into phones

 Tutors bring down forms to 
the buses- staggered

 Parked on the turning circle 
with signs in windows



On site

 Can mix once off the bus and while 
outside

 Staff base near entrance- always 
someone there

 MUST be in a group of 3 minimum

 MUST check in between 12-1pm in this 
area

 Everyone to meet back in this area at 
3.30

Car

park/Entrance

Staff 

base



In the zoo…

 Obey zoo notices and instructions

 No entry into unauthorized areas within zoo

 Do not feed animals unless notices advise this is acceptable

 Do not put fingers into cages or through barriers into animal 

compounds or cages

 Wash/sanitise hands after 

visiting the zoo area 

before consuming any 

food or drinks.



On the rides…

 Obey notices and theme 

park instructions

 Be careful on water rides- e.g. don’t stand up etc.

 Don’t go into/on to the water without specific permission

 If you aren’t used to going on more adventurous rides- start small 

and work your way up

 Don’t agree to go on one when you’re not comfortable with it 

regardless of what others say



Still need:

Consent forms from a lot of students- tutors will be 

sent updated list of those missing

 You CANNOT GO if we do not have this from your parents-

online or paper copy



Bring with you:

 A packed lunch- your choice: 6 out of 17 venues are closed due to 
Covid.

 Money for the shops- not too much: we can’t take responsibility if 
you lose it.

 Consider weather- forecast is 20-22º all week. Need for sun 
protection: hats and sun-cream. (Waterproof if forecast changes)

 Plenty of water.

 Non-uniform- but must be appropriate clothing.

 Minibus available to take anyone home who misbehaves.



ENJOY YOURSELF!


